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Calculation of observables with three-dimensional projected entangled pair states is generally
hard, as it requires a contraction of complex multi-layer tensor networks. We utilize the multi-
layer structure of these tensor networks to largely simplify the contraction. The proposed approach
involves the usage of the layer structure both to simplify the search for the boundary projected
entangled pair states and the single-layer mapping of the final corner transfer matrix renormalization
group contraction. We benchmark our results on the cubic lattice Heisenberg model, reaching the
bond dimension D = 7, and find a good agreement with the previous results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional (3d) lattice systems are a fact of our
everyday experience, since they are the natural building
blocks of quantum materials. From the theoretical point
of view, the 3d physics can be described to some extent
by the mean-field approaches. However, these systems
are still capable of hosting exotic phases and phenomena,
such as the 3d topological orders [1, 2], topological [3] and
hinge insulators [4]. Furthermore, access and control over
all three spatial degrees of freedom in cold gases of neu-
tral atoms plays a crucial role in realizations of quantum
simulators with these systems [5]. The neutral atoms
subjected to periodic potentials of optical lattices enable
direct access to not only colossuses of condensed matter
physics, such as the spin-1/2 Hubbard and Heisenberg
models, but also to more exotic multiflavor phenomena
thermodynamically more accessible in three spatial di-
mensions [6]. Within cold-atom realizations one can also
directly study the effects of the dimensional crossover on
the topological Mott insulators [7] and exotic magnetic
orders [8].

Therefore, 3d quantum lattice systems become an ex-
cellent platform for the development and application of
the beyond-mean-field approaches, which are capable of
capturing the non-trivial quantum entanglement phe-
nomena and, in particular, the topological order. Tensor
networks (TN) [9–12] are one of the most powerful and
accurate approaches in this direction. Conceptually, it is
possible to generalize the TN wave functions to 3d sys-
tems, but the numerical cost limitations become severe
in practice.

Here, let us focus on applications of tensor networks to
quantum systems in the zero-temperature limit. These
can be employed either to evaluate the zero-temperature
partition function of the quantum system using the ten-
sor renormalization group [13–15] (transfer matrix ap-
proach) or as a variational ansatz for the ground-state
wave function. In the latter type of approaches the
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ground-state wave function is approximated as a network
of tensors. If the Hamiltonian is local, the approximation
is justified by the area law of entanglement [16, 17]. For
the one-dimensional (1d) system, one usually constructs
the matrix-product state (MPS) architecture [9, 18] of
the tensor network as a variational ansatz and uses the
density-matrix renormalization group approach [19] as a
ground-state search algorithm.

For 2d systems, the TN methods, which are based
on the projected entangled pair states (PEPS) wave
functions [20–22] (as well as on multiscale entanglement
renormalization ansatz [23] or tree tensor networks [24]),
allow for very accurate results for a large number of
strongly correlated lattice problems, including the Hub-
bard [25, 26] and Heisenberg models on various lattices
[27–32]. The natural question is whether we can extend
all these achievements to the 3d systems. By noticing
that the entanglement monogamy [33, 34] usually sim-
plifies the 3d problems, we expect that the entanglement
between the neighbors of the certain range will be smaller
in 3d due to a larger number of these neighbors [34, 35].
This fact allows us to restrict to rather low bond dimen-
sions D of corresponding tensors to achieve accurate re-
sults. Still, we are aiming at a scheme that enables anal-
ysis with moderate values of D (in particular, D ≲ 8)
and affordable speed of calculations, as well as hosting a
possibility of results extrapolation to the infinite-D limit.

The previous studies on 3d tensor networks utilized
different strategies. In particular, in Refs. [36–39] the
authors employed the simple update scheme [40] to both
optimize the PEPS for infinite systems (iPEPS) and to
calculate the observables. This approach is efficient for
the gapped systems. In Ref. [41] a type of the tensor
renormalization group was applied for the tensor net-
work contraction. In Ref. [42] a special isometric tensor
network was employed, which allows for the exact calcu-
lation of observables. In the study [43] the tree tensor
networks were applied to 3d lattice gauge theory on a
finite lattice. Within our study, we follow the approach
given in Refs. [44–46], which uses iPEPS wave function
on 3d cubic lattice and employs the boundary iPEPS and
corner transfer matrix renormalization group (CTMRG)
[47–49] for the calculation of observables.
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In this paper, we follow the simple update methodol-
ogy to optimize the 3d iPEPS on the cubic lattice, whilst
propose and test a single-layer computational procedure
(based on ideas from Refs. [50, 51]) for calculating ob-
servables with it. The approach extensively utilizes the
layered structure of the tensor network to reduce the
scaling with the bond dimension at the expense of the
enlargement of the elementary unit cell. The beneficial
property of this method is its D12 −D13 computational
scaling (depending on specific details), which is compa-
rable to the cost of the typical calculations with the 2d
iPEPS approach. Let us emphasize that the latter cor-
responds to the cost of computation of observables and
not the cost of the iPEPS optimization, which is typi-
cally smaller. Hence, this computation should be per-
formed only once during the calculation (at least, if one
follows the simple update strategy in the iPEPS opti-
mization). Our approach is partially connected with a
recent study [52] with the single-layer TN contraction
applied to a classical 3d statistical mechanics problem.

II. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

A. iPEPS and its symmetries

Within the current study, we focus on the ground-state
properties of 3d quantum many-body systems on the sim-
ple cubic lattice. To model the wave function as a tensor
network of the iPEPS type [53], we place the rank-7 ten-
sors T p

lrupio on all the sites of the lattice and positive
matrices λlr on all the links of the lattice, as shown in
Fig. 1(a). The index p corresponds to the physical on-
site Hilbert space, while other l, r, u, d, i, o correspond to
the virtual indices (left, right, up, down, in, and out, re-
spectively). To obtain the iPEPS wave function, all the
virtual indices are contracted according to the spatial ge-
ometry of the lattice.

Below, we make additional assumptions on the ten-
sors T . First, we assume that the tensors are the same for
all sites of the lattice. Hence, the wave function is trans-
lationally invariant. The assumption of translational in-
variance can be broken in some models with the corre-
sponding generalizations of the construction introduced
in this study. Second, we assume that the tensors obey
a certain reflection symmetry, e.g., they remain invariant
upon the interchange of the left and right, as well as other
two pairs of indices, T p

lrudio = T p
rludio = T p

lrduio = T p
lrudoi.

These reflection symmetries guarantee the hermiticity of
the transfer matrix of the iPEPS wave function.

B. iPEPS optimization

We perform the iPEPS optimization using the simple
update method with a projected entangled pair opera-
tor (PEPO) approximating the evolution (time-stepper)

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 1. (a) The individual tensor T of the iPEPS wave func-
tion. (b) The graphical illustration of the 3d PEPO, which
consists of individual tensors WP . The tensors are chosen to
approximate the operator exp(−Hdt). (c) The application of
PEPO to individual tensors T of the 3d iPEPS. The appli-
cation leads to an enlarged bond dimension D, which is the
product of the bond dimensions of the iPEPS and PEPO. The
application of PEPO to iPEPS including the positive matri-
ces λ results in the tensor network with the enlarged number
of bonds, where the matrices λ remain the same, while the
additional (side) lines include the Kronecker deltas.

operator exp(−Hdt), where H is the system Hamilto-
nian and dt characterizes the time step. We do not em-
ploy the most popular approach based on the Trotter
gate application, since the gate-based scheme requires
the enlarged unit cell and breaks rotational and reflec-
tion symmetries (at least, during the optimization). In
contrast, the PEPO-based evolution can be used with
the 1 × 1 × 1 elementary unit cell and can be followed
by the explicit tensor symmetrizations after every PEPO
application. This allows us to obtain the iPEPS tensors
with implicit reflection symmetries and minimal unit cell,
which largely simplifies the calculations of observables.

The optimization in terms of PEPO runs in several
steps. First, we initialize the iPEPS wave function. We
use the tensors with D = 1 as the initial iPEPS, since
this initialization speeds up the convergence according
to our observations. Second, we determine the PEPO,
which approximates the operator exp(−Hdt). This can
be done, e.g., by using the W I approach or other cluster-
based methods [54–56]. After that, we repeatedly apply
the PEPO to the iPEPS wave function, as in Fig. 1(b).
The bond dimension D grows with every PEPO appli-
cation. Hence, after several first applications one needs
to start truncating the iPEPS bond dimension back to
some fixed target bond dimension D. The truncation
can be performed by using the superorthogonal canoni-
cal form [57–60], which is defined by the condition shown
in Fig. 2(b). To truncate the iPEPS bond dimension,
we iteratively transform it to the canonical form, as in
Fig. 2(c), and then truncate the bonds according to the
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(a) (b)

(c)

QR QR

SVD

FIG. 2. (a) The 3d iPEPS wave function, consisting of the
bulk tensors T and positive bond matrices λ. (b) The condi-
tion of the superorthogonal canonical form, where the right-
hand side of the graphical equation is the identity matrix.
(c) The iterative scheme of the iPEPS superorthogonaliza-
tion [57, 58]. The fixed point of the iteration is the iPEPS
tensors in the canonical form, which can be used for the bonds
truncation according to the weights in λ.

magnitudes of diagonal elements of λ (we truncate the
smallest diagonal elements). Note that in the super-
orthogonal canonical form the matrices λ are diagonal
and positive.

By repeating these PEPO applications, canonical form
iterations, and truncations, we converge the iPEPS wave
function to the true ground state. The convergence can
be monitored either with the matrices λ or observables
computed with the Simple Update scheme. Generally, we
observe that the converged tensors are symmetric under
reflections up to a very high accuracy with the norm of
the non-symmetric part being of the order 10−12.

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 3. (a) Definition of the double-layer tensor A and (b)
infinite 3d tensor network composed of the these tensors (the
transfer matrix M consists of all tensors A on the horizon-
tal plane); (c) The left boundary PEPS (bPEPS) consists of
identical tensors B and positive matrices λ placed on its vir-
tual links. (d) Each tensor B has the bond dimension χb for
its four virtual indices.

C. Boundary iPEPS: Simple update scheme

Upon completing the iPEPS optimization, either by
applying the above PEPO scheme or Trotterized gates,
it is necessary to compute observables with the obtained
wave function. To this end, we need to find an efficient
method to compute the wave function norm ⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩ and

the local operator insertions ⟨Ψ|Ô|Ψ⟩, where Ô is the
local operator. The wave function norm can be cast
in the form of contraction of the two infinite 3d ten-
sor networks, which consists of the double-layer tensors
A = T p

lrudioT̄
p
l2r2u2d2i2o2

, where the pairs of indices, e.g., l
and l2, are combined into a double-layer index, as shown
in Fig. 3. This double-layer index has the dimension D2

(note that we absorb the bond matrices into the ten-
sors T ).
To contract this network, we employ a transfer-matrix

method: first, we write the tensor network contraction
as ⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩ = Tr

(
MN

)
, where M is the planar transfer

matrix, which consists of the double-layer tensors A in
the infinite plane with all in-plane indices contracted and
all indices perpendicular to the plane considered to be the
matrix indices. We compute the left and right leading
eigenvectors of the transfer matrix M as ⟨l|M = λ⟨l| and
M |r⟩ = λ|r⟩. In the limit of the infinite lattice, these
are sufficient to compute the wave function norm and all
the nearest-neighbour operator averages. For the models
studied here, the transfer matrix M is generally real and
symmetric, thus the left and right leading eigenvectors
coincide. Still, all the schemes discussed below hold for
the non-symmetric transfer matrix M with the condition
that all calculations must be repeated for both ⟨l| and
|r⟩.
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To determine the leading eigenvectors of M , we fol-
low the suggestion from Ref. [44], i.e., approximate these
leading eigenvectors as the two-dimensional iPEPS of the
bond dimension χb with the role of physical index re-
placed by the combined index of double-layer tensor A
in the transverse direction to the transfer matrix plane.
For example, if the transfer-matrix layers are in the xy
plane, then the indices i, o are transverse, and physical
indices of the left iPEPS tensors are i, i2, while the phys-
ical indices of right boundary iPEPS are o, o2. In total,
the left boundary iPEPS consists of the rank-6 tensors
Bii2

lrud, with i and i2 of the dimension D (from the T ten-
sors of 3d iPEPS), while l, r, u, d are the auxiliary indices
of the dimension χb, as shown in Fig. 3(d). Note that in
the case of the enlarged unit cell of the bulk 3d iPEPS,
the boundary iPEPS tensors B must be also taken with
the enlarged unit cell, which is the projection of 3d unit
cell on the boundary plane.

Our nest step is to determine the left boundary iPEPS
tensors B. In this section, we follow another suggestion
from Ref. [44] and adapt the simple update scheme to
find B. Still, our implementation of the this update is
different from Ref. [44]. We propose to use explicitly the
double-layer structure of the transfer matrix tensors A
to reduce the scaling of the simple update calculations to
χ5
bD

7.

We propose to apply the transfer matrix M to the
bPEPS layer by layer, i.e., first, we take the layer con-
sisting of only T , as shown in Fig. 4(a). The tensors T
are then absorbed into the bPEPS. This step has the
computational scaling χ4

bD
7 and memory scaling χ4

bD
6.

As a result, we obtain the new enlarged tensors B′, with
virtual indices of the dimension χbD. This new enlarged
tensor is necessary to truncate back to the original di-
mension χb. This can be realized either by employing
the simple update canonical form or with some version
of the full update scheme (intermediate variants, e.g., the
neighborhood tensor update or cluster updates are also
possible [61–64]).

After the truncation, we obtain a new auxiliary ten-
sor Ba (it is auxiliary, since it does not appear in calcu-
lations of averages; it is necessary only as an intermedi-
ate step in the bPEPS optimization). We also introduce
the auxiliary positive bond matrix λa related to the ten-
sor Ba. Next, let us apply the layer of T † tensors to the
auxiliary bPEPS of Ba, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Similarly
to the above-introduced scheme, we first absorb the ten-
sors T † into Ba and then truncate them to the original
bond dimension χb. As a result, we obtain the original
bPEPS tensor B. This update iteration is repeated until
the convergence of B. Note that if the original bulk ten-
sors T had a larger unit cell, then the loop may include
a larger number of the layer applications.

To complete the description of the bPEPS update, let
us add a few words about the truncation procedure. In
case one employs the simple update approach, this is per-
formed in the same way as described above in the 3d
optimization scheme.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 4. (a,b) Transfer matrix M can be applied to the bPEPS
in a layered fashion. First, the tensors T are absorbed into
the bPEPS tensors B to obtain the new enlarged tensor B′.
Next, the bond dimension of the tensor B′ is truncated back
to the original dimension χb, which results in the auxiliary
(intermediate) tensor Ba. (c,d) Similar procedure with the
second layer composed of T † tensors: We absorb T † into Ba

and then truncate the enlarged tensors B′
a back to the original

dimension χb. This yields the original bPEPS tensors B. The
iterations are repeated till convergence of the tensor B and
the corresponding matrix λ.

D. Boundary CTMRG: Three-layer approach

After obtaining the boundary iPEPS, let us turn to
the measurements of observables. The observables calcu-
lation requires a method to contract an infinite 2d tensor
network consisting of three different layers of tensors: A
central layer of A-tensors and two boundary layers of the
boundary iPEPS. This 2d tensor network is shown in
Fig. 5(a). The operator averages can be obtained from
this contraction by the additional local operator inser-
tions inside the bulk tensors A. This tensor network
can be approximately contracted using either CTMRG
or boundary MPS methods. To apply CTMRG, we ab-
sorb the bond matrices λ of bPEPS into the boundary
tensors B (resulting in the new tensors b) and then con-
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 5. (a) The infinite 2d tensor network necessary for the
local observables computation. (b) The bond matrices λ can
be absorbed into the bPEPS tensors B, resulting in the new
boundary tensors b. The boundary tensors b can sandwich
the bulk tensor A into the new single layer tensor t of the
bond dimension D2χ2

b . (c) Alternatively, one can absorb the
tensors T (from A) into the two bPEPS layers with the ten-
sors B′. The structure can be further approximated (by the
leg dimension truncation back to χb) to the 2-layer tensor
network of Ba.

tract the tensors b and A into the single-layer tensor t,
as shown in Fig. 5(b). The bond dimension of this new
tensor t is equal to D2χ2

b , which leads to a very costly
CTMRG contraction [44]. Hence, it is natural to find a
reduced scheme for the 2d tensor network contraction,
which will utilize the layered structure of the network in
a more efficient manner.

To find a more efficient scheme, we notice that the ten-
sor network can be cast in the form, which is shown in
Fig. 5(c), where we absorb layers of the tensors A into
the boundary iPEPS. Note that this step is performed
exactly. The obtained network has only two layers, and,
as will be described below, can already be used efficiently
to reduce the computational cost. Here, we will use an
additional approximate step, and will truncate the di-
mension of the B′ tensors (either with the Simple or Full
Update, as is discussed above) to obtain the two-layer
tensor network consisting of tensors Ba (which have a
bond dimension χb).

At this stage, we have effectively reduced the tensor
network contraction problem to the usual contraction
appearing in 2d iPEPS calculations which is generally
tractable. Still, the network does have a layered struc-
ture. We can use this layered structure, as was proposed
in Refs. [27, 50, 51, 65] to further reduce the computa-
tional cost.

A further reduction of the computational cost can be
achieved with a mapping of the bilayer tensor network
(with the reduced tensors Ba) into the single-layer tensor
network with an enlarged unit cell, as we show in Fig. 6.
This mapping constitutes a two-step procedure, where,

FIG. 6. An illustrative example of the mapping of the two-
layer tensor network with the 1×1 unit cell to the single-layer
tensor network with the 2 × 2 unit cell. The mapping intro-
duces auxiliary tensors, which consist only of the products of
the Kronecker deltas.

first, the bond matrices λa are absorbed into the bulk
tensors, and then the bulk tensors are mapped to the
2 × 2 effective unit cell. This mapping turns the largest
effective bond dimension of the network proportional to
χbD, which is asymptotically smaller than χ2

b scaling of
the two-layer network. Still, in this case, the benefits of
single-layer mapping are not very impressive.

We can now turn back to the non-reduced two-layer
tensor network, which is shown in Fig. 5(b) and consists
of the tensors B′. For this network, we also have a two-
layer structure. Hence, we can employ the same single-
layer mapping, as for the reduced tensors. This mapping
is shown in Fig. 7. The resulting tensor network has en-
larged unit cells, but smaller bond dimensions, with the
largest bond dimension scaling as χbD

2 instead of χ2
bD

2.
If the CTMRG bond dimension χ does not change signif-
icantly with the mapping, then we will already obtain a
large cost reduction. Note that in this procedure we have
not used any truncations of the bond dimensions of the
tensors B′, thus the resulting single-layer contraction is
equivalent to the contraction of the network in Fig. 5(a).

Still, this mapping does not use the full layered struc-
ture of the network in Fig. 5(a), since this network also
has a 3-layer and 4-layer structure. It is natural to ask if
we can use these 3- or 4-layer forms of the tensor network
to devise the single-layer mapping with the enlarged unit
cell, which will have significantly reduced bond dimen-
sions. We show particular examples in Fig. 8, where two
different mappings are pointed out: the first one maps
the structure to the single-layer tensor network with the
3 × 3 unit cell and the maximal scaling with the bond
dimension as max(χbD,D3), while the second one re-
sults in the 4× 4 unit cell and the maximal scaling with
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FIG. 7. The mapping of the non-reduced two-layer tensor
network with the 1 × 1 unit cell to the single-layer tensor
network with the 2×2 unit cell. The mapping also introduces
auxiliary tensors, which consist only of the products of the
Kronecker deltas.

FIG. 8. The illustration of the mappings of the 4-layer tensor
network to the single-layer networks with 3× 3 or 4× 4 unit
cells.

the bond dimension as χbD. This results in the reduced
cost of the CTMRG calculation, which scales only as
χ3D3χ3

b + χ2(D6 +D2χ4
b). If the CTMRG bond dimen-

sion χ has the scaling χ ∝ χ2
b , while χb ∝ D, then the

total cost scales as D12, which is tractable up to suffi-
ciently large values of D.

III. RESULTS FOR THE HEISENBERG MODEL

Here, let us briefly discuss the application of the de-
veloped approach to the spin-1/2 isotropic Heisenberg

model on the cubic lattice with the Hamiltonian

H = J
∑
⟨ij⟩

Si · Sj , (1)

where we set J = 1 (antiferromagnetic coupling), Si are
the local spin operators with the conventional relations
to the Pauli matrices (Sα = σα/2 with α = X,Y, Z), and
⟨ij⟩ runs over nearest-neighbor pairs of sites i and j. The
ground state of the model corresponds to the gapless anti-
ferromagnetic phase with a two-site unit cell (containing
sites a and b). Still, it can mapped to the system with
a single-site unit cell by using the unitary transforma-
tion Ra on all the sites of one sublattice (i ∈ a). We
choose the wave function to be real, so that the mag-
netization lies in the XZ plane, and then perform the
unitary transformation Ra = exp

(
iπSY

)
= iσY , which

rotates the magnetization on each site i ∈ a by π angle
around the Y axis. After this unitary transformation,
the bulk iPEPS becomes completely homogeneous with
identical tensors on all the sites. Note also that the wave
function preserves lattice rotational and reflection sym-
metries. We have used the ITensors numerical package
[66] in our calculations.

We optimize the iPEPS wave function with the re-
peated application of PEPO, which approximates the
operator exp(−Hdt) with dt = 0.02. For the approxima-
tion, we employ the 3d generalization of the W I method
from Ref. [54]. The convergence is generally reached in
several tens of PEPO applications and the optimization
time is much smaller than the consequent calculation of
observables.

After obtaining the optimized iPEPS wave functions,
we can compare different methods of calculating observ-
ables. To this end, let us focus on the iPEPS wave func-
tion with D = 3, for which it is affordable to use different
computational schemes. We first discuss the convergence
of these results with χb and χ and also compare them
with each other. In particular, in Fig. 9(a) we show the
results for several dimensions χb obtained with different
methods of computation. The results are collected after
reaching convergence in χ. It is clear that the results of
methods without truncation are in complete agreement,
which proves the correct convergence of these methods.
It should be noted that the double-layer construction is
much more costly in terms of computational time than
the single-layer method. Hence, in the computations be-
low we always employ the single-layer method. The dou-
ble layer with projection, in principle, has the same com-
putational cost, as the single layer approach, but the ne-
cessity of truncation diminishes its accuracy. Typically,
one needs much higher χb for the double-layer method
with truncation to reach approximately the same accu-
racy. In our calculations the dimension χb is the largest
limitation (we could easily reach larger D or χ, if not the
memory requirements for larger χb). Hence, the double-
layer with truncation is less effective than the single-layer
approach.

Let us now focus on the single-layer calculations and
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0.4410

0.4405

0.4400

0.4278

0.4276

0.4277

0.4279

0.4280

Single layer
Double layer with truncation
Double layer

150 20010050

Single layer

85 6 74

FIG. 9. (a) Convergence of the on-site magnetization with
the boundary iPEPS bond dimension χb for the iPEPS wave
function with D = 3 and with different methods of CTMRG
computation: single layer (4×4 unit cell), double layer (2×2
unit cell) and double layer with truncation (2 × 2 unit cell,
but with bond dimensions of tensors truncated to χb with
the simple update canonical form, as discussed in the text.
(b) Convergence of the on-site magnetization with CTMRG
bond dimension χ for the iPEPS wave function with D = 7
and χb = 16.

determine the characteristic values of χb and χ, which
yield reliable results. In Fig. 9(b) we show the conver-
gence of magnetization with χ for D = 7 and χb = 16
(these were the maximalD and χb we were able to reach).
We see that the convergence is reached at χ ≈ 200. In
general, throughout our analysis we observed an approx-
imate relation χ ≈ χ2

b for the final convergence in χ.

In Fig. 10 we compare the convergences of the energy
per site E and local magnetization m with χb for two
different bond dimensions D. At D = 4 the convergence
is reached already at χb = 8, while at D = 6 it is ap-
proached at χb ≈ 14 − 15 (at D = 5 it is χb = 12).
From here we conclude that the necessary condition for
the convergence in χb can be expressed as χb ≳ 2D. Un-
fortunately, we can not state this scaling precisely, fur-
thermore, we expect that its determination will require a
detailed study of convergence for other lattice models.

Our next goal is to collect the results for different bond
dimensions D and to extrapolate them to the infinite-D
limit. The correlation length ξ is typically viewed as
a reliable measure to extrapolate the calculated observ-
ables. Note that in the single-layer approach the correla-
tion length can be obtained at the same computational

-0.899

-0.900

-0.898

-0.897

-0.901

-0.902

0.430

0.428

0.429

0.431

0.432

0.433

10 12 14 16864

FIG. 10. Convergence of the energy per site E and on-site
magnetization m with the boundary iPEPS bond dimension
χb for the iPEPS wave function of the bond dimensions D = 4
and D = 6.

cost as in 2d problems. For the extrapolation we employ
the following scaling relations [67]:

E(ξ) = E(∞) + a/ξ4, (2)

m2(ξ) = m2(∞) + b/ξ2. (3)

The results of the fit are shown in Fig. 11. In the
limit ξ → ∞ we obtain E = −0.90237(2) for the energy
and m2 = 0.1781(3) for the magnetization per site. The
fitting of the data is performed from the iPEPS simula-
tions with D ∈ [4, 7] (the results for D = 3 appear not
completely consistent with the fitting ansatz). Let us ad-
ditionally note that the correlation length is calculated
for the largest available χb and χ at the given D and is
not additionally extrapolated to the limits χ → ∞ and
χb → ∞. Hence, it could explain possible minor errors
in the estimated correlation length values. Nevertheless,
our estimates agree reletively well with the available pub-
lished results from the quantum Monte-Carlo approach,
EQMC = −0.902325(11) and m2

QMC = 0.1786(4) [44].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we performed the tensor network calcu-
lations for the 3d Heisenberg model on the cubic lattice.
We intensively used the multilayer structure of the tensor
network for the calculation of observables in order to di-
minish the computational cost both during the boundary
iPEPS search and during the final CTMRG contraction.
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0.0
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-0.9022

2.0

-0.9020

-0.9019
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1.51.00.5

0.1800

0.1775

0.1825

2.01.51.00.50.0

QMC

QMC

iPEPS

iPEPS

FIG. 11. Dependence of the energy E(ξ) and square of mag-
netization m2(ξ) per site obtained with iPEPS for D ∈ [4, 7]
(circles) with the corresponding linear fits to the powers of
the correlation length ξ−4 and ξ−2, respectively. The esti-
mated extrapolated values (open circles with error bars) are
E = −0.90237(2) and m2 = 0.1781(3). QMC data points
(open squares with error bars) are taken from Ref. [44].

As a result, we were able to perform calculations up to
D = 7 without usage of U(1) symmetries.

There are several research directions for the future
studies. In particular, introducing U(1) symmetries
[68, 69] may allow reaching even higher bond dimen-
sions D. Additional research directions concern the algo-
rithm development for larger unit cells, as well as its ap-
plication to other lattice geometries and fermionic models
[70–72]. Furthermore, it would be also interesting to ap-
ply the full update optimization [57, 73] of 3d tensor net-
works by means of the proposed single-layer CTMRG en-
vironments. The latter looks manageable to us, at least,
for D = 3 (and possibly for D = 4). It may be also
possible to generalize the multilayer approach of observ-
ables calculation to finite temperature quantum systems
[37, 38] and to classical 3d statistical mechanics models
[74–76].
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